Introduction
The mammalian immune system has evolved multiple cell populations with specialised functions under the continual assault of a variety of infectious pathogens. 1, 2 Specificity in the immune response is conferred by subpopulations of lymphocytes, which can be distinguished using monoclonal antibodies directed to surface structures. Lymphocytes may be divided into the T cell, B cell and natural killer cell subsets. CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells form the major subset of the T lymphocyte population and are largely responsible for the specificity of the adaptive immune response. The cost of effective immunity is the potential risk of autoimmune disease. Beneficial immune responses must be tightly regulated and immunological status quo ante must be rapidly restored and accompanied by the generation of T and B cell memory. CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells work in partnership to regulate major histocompatibility (MHC) class I restricted cytotoxic responses to virally infected and transformed cells. 3, 4 In vitro and in vivo experiments have established that the CD8 + T cell response is in large measure dependent on CD4 + T cell help. Humans, mice and rats show species-specific variation in the levels and ratios of their peripheral CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells numbers. Recent data show that much of this variation is due to genetic differences between individual humans or distinct rodent strains. [5] [6] [7] [8] In humans, the genetic loci responsible for this variation are as yet unidentified.
Evolution of a complex system requires the presence of genetic variation affecting function in key system components. Mammalian immune systems are not evolutionary relics and are supported by abundant genetic variation typified by MHC, T cell receptor (TCR), immunoglobulin (Ig), immunoglobulin-like transcript (ILT) and natural killer cell receptor (NKR) gene polymorphisms. [9] [10] [11] [12] Although the degree of genetic control of individual CD4
+ and CD8 + T cell levels has been established for human populations, 2, 13, 14 whether genes act separately to specify CD4 + and CD8 + sub-population levels or whether variation in CD4
+ and CD8 + T cell levels is influenced through gene and environmental action on the reciprocal subset is not known. As a first step to understanding the role of genome-wide genetic variation in co-regulation of the human immune system, we investigated co-variation in the levels of peripheral blood CD4 + and CD8 + T cells, key regulators and effectors of the adaptive immune system. Our expectation was that directional covariation would exist from CD4 + to CD8 + T cells. We show that a significant proportion of the genetically controlled variation in CD8 + T cell level is mediated through the action of gene polymorphism on CD4 + T cells. Our findings have major implications for the evol-ution of the complex defence system of which CD4 + and CD8 + T cells are a crucial part.
Results and Discussion
We investigated the role of common genetic and environmental factors in mediating the absolute numbers of peripheral CD4 + and CD8 + T cells by fitting two types of genetic models. The first model is an exploratory model, often referred to as the 'Cholesky' model, which apart from the usual genetic and environmental inferences makes no predictions about the causal influences between phenotypes. 15 The second model makes explicit predictions about causal influences between phenotypes incorporating existing scientific knowledge or a specific hypothesis about the relationship of two or more phenotypes. This model is commonly referred to as the 'reciprocal causation model'. Potential problems with this type of model are that it weighs heavily on prior knowledge or existing hypothesis, which may be false, and second, it is highly sensitive to large measurement error which can lead to false causal inferences. [16] [17] [18] [19] The coefficient of variation in measurements of our data was 0.5% for both CD4 + and CD8
We felt that such a small variance would not bias our results greatly and hence did not account for them in our model.
Previous analysis showed that 'age' contributed significantly to the total variance of CD8 + (3.5%) and but not CD4 + T cells levels in this dataset. 14 As a result, all analyses were carried out with the contribution of age regressed out of the CD8 + phenotype. Non-standardised and standardised parameter estimates of the best fitting general bivariate and reciprocal causation models are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. Heritability estimates for CD4 + (54%) and CD8 + (56% vs 62%) were the same or similar within both models and agreed with previous reported estimates. 14 The remainder of the variance was attributed to unique environmental effects for both CD4
+ and for CD8 + T cells. Hierarchic 2 test results for the general model and sub-models showed that the AE model (ascribing variance due to additive genetic and unique environment effects) represented the best-fitting model (C and D could ). Testing the sub-models of the AE model, by successively setting the common genetic (h′ C ) and common environmental (e′ C ) paths between CD4
+ and CD8 + to zero, showed that neither path could be dropped from the model without significant deterioration in fit of the model (Table 3) .
Two results from the general model are of major importance and warrant further discussion. First, the results showed variation of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells to be controlled by genes unique to each phenotype as well as a gene or genes acting pleiotropically on both CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells ( A = 0.25). Second, although both T cell phenotypes are individually highly heritable (54% and 56-62% for CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells respectively), the major source of correlation between them is the environment ( E = 0.55). What is the likely nature of the genes accounting for these observations? Overall, we envisage three sets of quantitative trait loci (QTL); two responsible for variation in individual numbers of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells separately, while a third common set of QTLs together with environmental factors, controls the overall ratio of the CD4 + to CD8 + T cells in the periphery. These results are compatible with previous segregation analyses which showed that a major autosomal recessive gene model with residual polygenic and environmental
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components was responsible for variation in individual CD4
+ and CD8 + T cell counts as well as the CD4/CD8 T cell ratio. 5, 6 Additive genetic effects and unique environmental factors were also shown to be sufficient in describing the total covariance within the reciprocal causation model.
Dropping causal paths (x or y) between CD4
+ and CD8
+ T cells in turn showed that the causative path from CD8 + to CD4 + could be discarded without significant deterioration of fit in the model ( 2 = 2.93, df = 1, P = 0.08, Table 4 ).
The results of this model are a little less straightforward than those of the general bivariate model and require careful interpretation. Our model indicates that variation in CD8 + T cell levels is dependent on positive regulatory signals, which are quantitatively dependent on circulating levels of CD4 + T cells. As much as 16% of the genetic variance and 13% of the environmental variance in CD8 + T cells, was due to variation in CD4 + T cells. This confirms our a priori hypothesis that CD8 + T cell Genes and Immunity numbers are in some measure dependent on quantitative variation in CD4 + T cells. As mentioned in the methods section, only two sources of variation (additive genetic and unique environment) accounted for the total variance of CD4 + and CD8 + T cell counts, which meant we were unable to statistically compare the general model with its nested direction of causation model and so can not justify the fit of one model over the other. 16, 17 One potential caveat in the interpretation of this experimental data is the degree of haematological chimerism which might confound the twin model. We do not have any direct measures of the degree to which the twins have shared cells through circulation before birth. Significant haematological chimerism in DZ twins is relatively rare. However, examinations of monochorionic twin placentas reveal the presence of vascular anastomoses between the two fetal circulations in around 10% of cases; such anastomoses rarely occur in dichorionic placentas. 20 Monochorionic twin placentation occurs in around two-thirds of monozygotic (MZ) twins. Thus we would expect significant haematological chimerism to occur in about 7% of the MZ group. There is no way of knowing how relevant this is to the peripheral cell populations in adults but we expect any effect to be reflected in increased phenotypic similarity within an MZ pair. This would have the effect of slightly raising the heritability estimate. However, our unpublished data on nontwin siblings show very similar heritabilities and so are confident that any effect of haematological chimerism is within the margin of error of our experiments.
Immunity in mammals is mediated by a complex collection of cell types and soluble mediators such as cytokines, chemokines, soluble receptors and receptor inhibitors. For this study we selected a well described axis of the immune system and applied statistical modelling techniques in the decomposition of the covariation of CD4 + and CD8 + T cell levels in humans. The study was designed to measure steady-state levels of T cells in what is a dynamic system. The data captured will therefore reflect two components. The first is the underlying architecture of the system, namely the effect which an individual's genome has in specifying the absolute starting level of peripheral CD4 + and CD8 + T cells (Figure 1 ). This in turn reflects the dynamics of thymic production and elimination, and peripheral immigration, margination and eradication. Second is the individual's coordinated response to environmental variation, the most important part of which is likely to be infectious challenge (Figure 1 ). How does this relate to our knowledge of the behaviour of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells? Most available data are derived from in vitro experiments in rodents and humans. These concern either the mechanics of T cell behaviour such as MHC restricted antigen presentation and CD4
+ T cell help for CD8 + T cell priming, expansion and function or the dynamics of T cell change after selective subset depletion using monoclonal antibodies or knockout technology. Importantly, our approach also encompasses the genetic variation component of the peripheral T cell homeostat for the female Caucasoid population and in all likelihood the species.
Our results are compatible with the simulations of Mehr and Perelson which are based on mouse data. 21 They show through their mathematical modelling of this longitudinal data that the influence of CD4 + T cells on CD8 + T cells is via its positive or negative feedback sig- Figure 1 Model of the various levels at which genetic and environmental factors affect variation in peripheral T cell levels. Quantitative variation in CD8 + T cell levels is controlled by genetic and environmental factors acting directly on CD8 + cells, as well as indirectly through variation in CD4 + T cell levels. One or more pleiotropic QTLs are responsible for co-variation in numbers of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells by determining the overall ratio of CD4 + to CD8 + T cells, or by driving variation in CD4 + T cell level which in turn directly influences variation in CD8
+ T cell levels. Abbreviations: CD, cluster of differentiation; TCR, T cell receptor; MHC, major histocompatibility complex; APC, antigen presenting cell; Th1, T helper 1 cells; QTL, quantitative trait loci. nals on immature double positive progenitor cells. However, our results need to be interpreted in the context of the methodological issues described above. First, causation models are prone to giving biased and often false results due to their sensitivity to measurement error. We chose not to model measurement error variances in our model because of the accuracy of our phenotypic measurements. However, without multiple indicators or a test-retest strategy we can never be totally sure about the magnitude of error in our measurements and its influence on the final result. 17 Second, modelling relationships between only two phenotypes and inferring causal relationships between them does not exclude the possibility that one or a number of other phenotypes could also be involved in the causal link. Third, the Mehr and Perelson model can be interpreted as agreeing with our results but only indirectly. Their conclusions are based on longitudinal data collected from both immature precursor thymocytes as well as active, mature T lymphocytes in mice. Such data are logistically difficult to collect in humans. Clearly even if we were able to collect such data we would expect a lot more heterogeneity as a result of the many different environmental challenges experienced by an outbred human population as compared to the many homogenous mouse or rat models.
What is the likely biological significance of the absolute levels of CD4 and CD8 T cells? It is clear that the degree of natural variation in the levels and ratios of various T cell subpopulations is genetically influenced in mice, rats and humans. 5, 8, 13, 14 We have previously speculated that these variables and the genetic variation underlying them might be possible risk factors for the development of autoimmune disease, infectious disease and cancer. 14 There are few credible data on relevance to disease since most of the data offer no way of differentiating cause and effect and prospective longitudinal studies are lacking. One exception is the prediction of HIV course by CD4:CD8 ratio in the uninfected first-degree relatives of HIV-infected individuals. 22 The genetic variation we are studying is consistent across three mammalian species and large portions are under major gene control. 5 We feel that it is unlikely that the phenotypic variation will not be subject to natural selection and that the underlying genetic variation will not have important biological consequences.
Difficulties exist in the interpretation of mouse knockout experiments due to biological redundancy and in the unnatural behaviour of systems following introduction of transgenes. Our data open possibilities for further work towards locating common pleiotropic quantitative trait loci and for the discovery of novel genetic markers responsible for variation in numbers of T cells and other immunological phenotypes. With recent advances in the fields of molecular genetics and genetic epidemiology, it is now possible to test for the effects of single or multiple QTLs derived from whole genome scans, within both models to see how much of the covariation between CD4 + and CD8
+ T cells can be attributed to these loci. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] Such an approach will offer insights into T cell homeostasis which will be valuable in planning effective strategies of immune cell reconstitution in conditions of T cell depletion such as HIV disease and therapeutic T cell ablation.
Methods

Study population
A total of 89 monozygotic (MZ or identical) and 182 dizygotic (DZ or fraternal) female Caucasoid twin pairs aged 18-80 years old from the St Thomas' UK adult twin registry participated in the study ( Table 5 ). The twin pairs were ascertained from the general population through a national media campaign in the United Kingdom. Participating twins were unaware of the specific diseases of interest or hypothesis being tested and informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Zygosity was determined by standardised questionnaire 34 and confirmed by a combination of DNA analyses which included full genome scans, the ABI FESTR kit (Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems, UK) and the Forensic Science Services QUAD system (Birmingham, UK).
Cytofluorographic analysis
Fasting venous blood samples (5 ml) were drawn into glass vacutainers anti-coagulated with 50 l sterile preservative-free heparin and analysed within 2-4 hours. Samples were taken between 10 and 11.30 am to minimise any circadian fluctuation in leucocyte population levels. Flow cytometric analysis was performed using a Coulter EPICS-XL I set up for three colour detection and controlled with XL system II software. The cytometer was calibrated daily using ImmunoCheck beads (Beckman Coulter, High Wycombe, UK) in order to maintain a half peak coefficient of variation (HPCV) of less than 2 for each channel.
Cells were stained directly and prepared from whole blood aliquots using fluorescent-conjugated monoclonal antibodies and the ImmunoPrep reagent system (Beckman Coulter). All monoclonal antibodies used were directly conjugated mouse anti-human and were: IgG1-FITC 679.1Mc7, IgG1-PE 679.1Mc7, IgG1-Cy5 679.1Mc7, CD3-Cy5 UCHT1 (IgG1), CD45-Cy5 J.33 (IgG1) (All Immunotech/Coulter) and CD4-FITC SK3 (IgG1), CD8-PE SK1 (IgG1) (Becton Dickinson, Oxford, UK). Lymphocytes were gated according to their forward and side scatter properties and 5000 events recorded. Positive Genes and Immunity thresholds were defined by quadrant regions which enclosed 99% of the negative control population on each axis. FlowCount (Coulter) beads were used to estimate the concentration of lymphocytes in a given sample and the absolute number for each lymphocyte subset was calculated from this.
Analytical approach
The aims of our analysis were two-fold. First, we aimed to use a general bivariate model to estimate the influence of genetic and environmental factors on the covariance between CD4 + and CD8 + counts. Second, a reciprocal causation model was used to decompose the covariance between CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells at a phenotypic level. For the sake of brevity, when the terms CD4 + and CD8 + are used in the context of modelling, reference is to CD3 +
CD4
+ T cell and CD8 + T cell levels.
Bivariate genetic model fitting of twin data: Univariate models can be extended to bivariate models to allow the exploration of the origin of the covariance between the two phenotypes. The total variance and covariance between two phenotypes can be decomposed into common or specific additive genetic (A), dominant genetic (D), shared environmental (C) and unique environmental (E) components. A general Cholesky model, presented in Figure 2 , and a reciprocal causation model presented in Figure 3 , which is a submodel of the general model, were fitted to the bivariate variance-covariance matrices with CD4 + entered as the first and CD8 + as the second variable. [15] [16] [17] In both models, the observed phenotypes for twin 1 and twin 2 are shown in boxes, and unmeasured Correlations between the shared environmental factors in both models are unity in both MZ and DZ twins; whereas, the correlation between the additive genetic factors in both models are 1.0 in MZ twins and 0.5 in DZ twins. In twin modelling it is assumed that both types of twins share their shared family environment to the same extent so any greater similarity between monozygotic compared with dizygotic twins reflects genetic influences. 35 In order to meet the required assumptions for structural equation modelling, log transformation of the trait values was carried out prior to analysis to obtain approximate normal distributions. + levels in twin 1 and CD8
+ levels in twin 2 provides critical information about causality. By setting path x or y to zero within the reciprocal model it can be tested whether a unidirectional causation from CD4 + to CD8 + (or vice versa) is sufficient to explain the co-variation between the two variables.
Under the model as presented in Figure 3 , the total phenotypic variances (V P ) of CD4 + and CD8 + are equal to: , with degrees of freedom (df) equal to the difference in df of sub-model and full model. Estimates of the parameters and their 95% confidence intervals were obtained from the best fitting model.
As the reciprocal causation model is a submodel of the general Cholesky model, the fit of the two models can be compared using hierarchic 2 tests. However, at least three 'sources of variation' (A, D, C or E) are needed for a valid 2 (1 degree of freedom) test of the two models. With only two 'sources of variation', the direction of causation model will have the same number of degrees of freedom and will give the same fit as the general bivariate model.
